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Classification of tissues is an impor-
tant problem in biomedicine. An effi-
cient tissue classification protocol
allows, for instance, the guided-
recognition of structures through
treated images or discriminating
between healthy and unhealthy
regions (e.g., early detection of can-
cer). In this framework, we study the potential of some polarimetric metrics,
the so-called depolarization spaces, for the classification of biological tissues.
The analysis is performed using 120 biological ex vivo samples of three differ-
ent tissues types. Based on these data collection, we provide for the first time a
comparison between these depolarization spaces, as well as with most com-
monly used depolarization metrics, in terms of biological samples discrimina-
tion. The results illustrate the way to determine the set of depolarization
metrics which optimizes tissue classification efficiencies. In that sense, the
results show the interest of the method which is general, and which can be
applied to study multiple types of biological samples, including of course
human tissues. The latter can be useful for instance, to improve and to boost
applications related to optical biopsy.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Identification and classification of tissues is a recurrent
topic in the biomedical domain.[1–8] Successful tissue
classification allows, for example, the discrimination
between healthy and malignant cancers and the early
detection of cancerous regions.[5–8] Under this scenario,
optical-based techniques are powerful tools to classify tis-
sues as they are noninvasive techniques and they can
achieve significant classification effectiveness.[6–9]
Polarimetry appears to be a promising optical
technique for biomedical applications because it can
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be combined with other optical techniques, as regular
imaging or multispectral imaging, providing a new
complementary way of characterization.[10–16] In past
studies, it has been shown for instance that polarime-
try allows for the grading of skin diseases,[14–17]
the determination of the organization and density of
fibers in tissues,[16, 18, 19] the discrimination between
healthy and malignant cancer tissues,[20–25] and the
description of scattering mechanisms in biological
samples,[1, 26] among others.
Polarimetric analysis is usually based on two groups
of techniques: polarization gating (PG) techniques[27–29]
and Mueller (M) matrix-based methods.[20–26, 30–33] It has
been proved that PG analysis can be derived from the
M matrix.[34] Moreover, the M matrix contains more
quantitative information than polarization gating tech-
niques, and thus, M-based methods are better suited to
classify samples. In this way, the Mueller-Stokes formal-
ism is chosen to conduct the present work.
The M matrix is 4-by-4 real matrix which contains
the intensity, diattenuation, retardance, and depolariza-






Some of the information can be directly derived, such as
the sample irradiance, provided by the m00 coefficient, the
diattenuation and the polarizance characteristics of the
sample, the latter provided by the three-dimensional
(3D) vectors D and P, respectively, in Equation (1). Con-
versely, the retardance and the depolarization information
are mixed and encoded in the 3-by-3 m submatrix, and to
be obtained, they require further mathematical treatment.
The depolarizing content reveals structural information
of biological tissues because it is related to scattering process
produced by sample constituents,[1, 2] and therefore, it
stands as an ideal candidate for the classification of different
tissues. The analysis of depolarizing content in biological
samples is usually restricted to the depolarization index PΔ
metric.[9, 33, 35] However, other parameters called indices of
polarimetric purity (IPP, composed by P1, P2 and P3
parameters),[36, 37] which are calculated from the eigenvalues
(λi) of the covariance matrix (H),
[38, 39] present further physi-
cal interpretation, synthetization of the depolarization con-
tent, and differences between tissues, and in some cases,
provide visualization of structures that are hidden by using
the depolarization index.[40–42] In a recent review paper,
Ossikovski and Vizet presented a compendium of existing
depolarization parameters which define different depolariza-
tion metric spaces thus, giving different ways to describe the
loss of polarization of light.[43]
The increasingly amount of depolarization metrics
raises questions about the equivalence of different depolar-
ization metric spaces, their mutual redundancy, and also,
the possibility to select a particular depolarization parame-
ter space, better suited than others, to classify a given type
of biological tissues. This work addresses these questions
for the first time, by comparing the efficiencies of different
depolarization metric spaces (and other commonly used
depolarization metrics) to classify different organic tissues.
To this aim, we measure the Mueller matrix of a collection
of ex vivo samples, from which different depolarization
metrics, including those related to the depolarization
spaces, are calculated. Among those metrics, we analyze
their classification potential and viability to discriminate
between different tissues by representing the experimental
data into the so-called depolarization metric spaces. We
also discuss the capability classification models based on
the different depolarization metric spaces to discriminate
between different tissues. According to the classification
results, the best suited depolarization model to treat the
data used in the discussed example is proposed.
2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Depolarization metric spaces
In this work, five depolarization metric spaces (the
detailed theoretical background is provided in Data S1)
and the depolarization index PΔ have been used to clas-
sify different tissues. Each space is constituted by three
parameters. The spaces can be divided in two groups: the
ones based on H matrix eigenvalues (the Natural space,
the IPP space and the high-order depolarization indices
space) and the ones based on the type I canonical depo-
larizer parameters (type I canonical space and the type
I Lorentz space). These polarimetric spaces, recently pro-
vided in the literature,[43] were selected in this work to be
analyzed for the first time in the framework of bio-
photonics, as they have the potential of provide larger
insight on polarimetric properties of biological tissues
than other more commonly used metrics.[43] In this con-
text, the well-known and standardly used depolarization
index PΔ is selected as a reference, to be compared with
results obtained by using the different polarimetric spaces
highlighted in this work.
2.1.1 | Depolarization metric spaces
based on H matrix eigenvalues
Natural space is composed by the λ2, λ3 and λ4 eigen-
values of the H matrix[33]:






mkl σkσlð Þ, ð2Þ
where mkj are the elements of the M matrix, σk are the
four Pauli spin matrices and the symbol  corresponds to
the Kronecker product.
The IPP (P1, P2, P3) are defined as a linear combina-














are a nonlinear combination of this eigenvalues,[43]
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Note that the depolarization index is, in fact, the
second-order depolarization index (PΔ = P
2ð Þ
Δ ).
2.1.2 | Depolarization metric spaces
based on the type I canonical depolarizer
parameters
There is a second group of depolarization metric spaces,
not based in the eigenvalues of the H matrix but in
model matrices called canonical depolarizers. The type I
canonical space is composed by three canonical parame-
ters d1, d2 and d3 obtained from the type I depolarization
matrix:
MΔd =diag 1 d1 d2 d3ð Þ, ð5Þ
which is derived from the symmetric decomposition.[44]
The type I Lorentz space, described by LI, L
3ð Þ
I
and L 4ð ÞI , is a generalization of the Lorentz parameter.
[45]
The high-order Lorentz parameters are defined by a
nonlinear combination of the type I canonical depolarizer
parameters
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Note that the second order is, in fact, the Lorentz
parameter.
2.2 | Experimental methodology
The experiment starts by measuring the Mueller matrices
of 120 samples (40 tendons, 40 muscles and 40
myotendinous junction regions) at three different wave-
lengths, such as 625, 530 and 470 nm. All the samples
were obtained from 20 different chicken thighs, and they
were measured by using a complete Mueller matrix
image polarimeter based on parallel-aligned liquid crys-
tals retarders[41, 42, 46] (the image polarimeter is described
in Data S1). In order to ensure similar tissue decomposi-
tion conditions, all tissues were submitted to the same
measurement procedure (described in Data S1). More-
over, for each wavelength, the experimental matrices are
analyzed and a region of interest (ROI) of 150 × 150
pixels, for each sample is selected to perform the classifi-
cation (the ROI selection method is described in
Section 2.4 of Data S1). Note that each pixel of the
selected ROI image corresponds to a particular M matrix
resulting into 2.7 million of M matrices. This important
amount of depolarization information of a sample
describes the polarimetric behavior of tissues and the
results are studied by calculating the different depolariza-
tion metrics above mentioned. As above stated, we carried
out the analysis by using data obtained from a collection of
chicken thighs, the latter illustrates the interest of the
above-mentioned polarimetric metrics to be used in the
framework of tissues classification based on optical data.
We selected to apply our approach on chicken thighs tis-
sues for the ease of handling. The thighs were acquired in
a local market of fresh meat and vegetables, and they were
initially sold for human consumption purposes. Despite of
standard conservation procedures in a fridge for a limited
period, there is no particular restriction or hazard con-
cerning their manipulation. However, note that the
method could be tested on any biological sample, includ-
ing human tissues which can be found in hospitals or spe-
cialized research institutions.
2.2.1 | Analyzed tissue description
The polarimetric response of the analyzed tissue strongly
depends on its structure at different scales (milimeter,
micrometer and nanometer). Tendon is a noncontractile
mesodermal tissue that connects muscle to bone and it is
prepared to resist tensions. It is mainly composed by type
I collagen clustered into fascicles showing the same ori-
entation as muscle bundles.[47-50] Muscle is a soft tissue
composed by contractile myofibrils organized in bundles
surrounded by sheets of connective showing an arrange-
ment that is very similar to the one present in tendons.
In the experiment, we measured skeletal muscle, which
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has a structure closely related to the one present in ten-
don, but containing different subtypes of muscle fibers
instead of type I collagen fibers.[51] The myotendinous
junction shows a combination of the other two studied
tissues. It is composed by fibers clustered into fascicles, as
the previously described tissues, but in this case, fascicles
of contractile (muscle) and collagen (tendon) are inter-
mingled.[52, 53]
Further detailed description of tissues is provided in
Data S1.
2.2.2 | Supervised classifiers
After the experimental measurements, all the depolariza-
tion information is used to build a supervised classifier
using one of the three following methods: tree
classifier,[54] linear discriminant classifier,[55] and k-
nearest neighbors (kNN) classifier.[56] Tree classifier is a
decision model based on a tree-like scheme[54]; linear dis-
criminant classifier is a probabilistic method which finds
a linear combination of different parameters capable of
separating the data in different classes[55]; and the idea
behind the kNN classifier is the selection of the
k training data points, in the N space dimension, which
are the nearest (in a smaller distance) to a given test
data.[56] The three supervised classifiers methods are
implemented using the “Statistics and Machine Learning
Toolboox” in the MATLAB language and they are widely
described in Data S1.
The whole of the results cannot be applied to build
(train) the classifier, but the efficiency test of depolariza-
tion metric spaces requires the use of a fraction the origi-
nal data for this task. In our study, the supervised
classifier is built using 1% of all the measured data and
the remaining 99% were used to use the classifier.
3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we qualitatively and quantitatively ana-
lyze the classification potential of the different depolari-
zation metrics (described in Data S1) that are calculated
from the experimental ROIs of the different measured tis-
sues. The qualitative study is discussed in Section 3.1 by
analyzing the depolarization distributions of measured
tissues. The quantitative analysis is based on the use of
supervised classification models (described in Data S1) to
classify the experimental measurements into different tis-
sues. We show how the classification efficiency depends
on the application of different depolarization metric
spaces. The obtained results are presented and discussed
in Section 3.2.
3.1 | Depolarization metric spaces to
classify experimental biological tissues:
Qualitative analysis
The qualitative analysis starts by calculating the different
depolarization metrics, described in Section 2.1, for every
pixel in the corresponding polarimetric images of mea-
sured tissues. Taking the ensemble of pixels as a whole
leads to a large amount of data to be treated and inter-
preted, that is, for each parameter we have 120 images of
(150 × 150 pixels each) which gives 2.7 million of realiza-
tions. To better apprehend such amount of information,
we represented them as a collection of points in the dif-
ferent 3D spaces. The kind of visual information that can
be obtained in this way is illustrated in Figure 1. The fig-
ure represents the polarimetric information expressed in
terms of the five parametric spaces that we compare in
this study (Figure 1A-E), each space contains 2.7 million
of points. Note that in the image different colors repre-
sent different tissues (red for tendon, blue for muscle and
green for myotendinous junction tissue). The purple lines
in each space show the limits of the corresponding physi-
cally realizable zone. Since we decided to use the same
scale to represent the five spaces, it is possible to see that
some of them occupy much more volume than others.
The consequences of the latter will be discussed in detail
further on. In order to no overextend the length of this
manuscript, only results obtained for a wavelength of
625 nm are plotted and discussed as a representative case
(530 and 470 nm results are provided in Data S1). The
only difference between the results obtained at different
wavelengths, in terms of depolarization response, is that
muscle and myotendinous junction response is slightly
less depolarizing for 530 and for 470 nm measurements
than for 625 nm case.
By observing the representation in Figures 1A-E, we
can differentiate two types of spaces depending on vol-
ume and shape. The linearly shaped spaces (natural,
Figure 1A; IPP, Figure 1B) and type I canonical
Figure 1D) occupy more volume than the nonlinear
spaces (high-order depolarization index, Figure 1C) and
type I Lorentz (Figure 1E). However, most of the avail-
able space of the nonlinear 3D spaces (Figure 1C,E) is
filled by the experimental data, whereas some physically
realizable regions in the linear 3D spaces are empty
(Figures 1A,B,D). Although is clear that data points tend
to spread in the allowed space, they are not randomly
mixed, that is, points belonging to each particular class
tend to group together.
Although Figure 1 gives relevant information of the
sample response, it can lead to errors in the analysis due
to the data dispersion and because certain dots can be
superposed. To better visualize and describe the data
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distributions, we have calculated nonsymmetric ellip-
soids representing data of different tissues at different
spaces. These nonsymmetric ellipsoids are defined by a
central value and six different semiaxis values, depending
on their direction with respect to the center of the ellip-
soid. The center of the ellipsoid corresponds to the mean
value of the specific tissue data collection, and the semi-
axes are calculated as the SD associated with the positive
and negative values with respect to each of the three spe-
cific parameter's mean (for instance, SDs of λ2, λ3 and λ4
for the natural depolarization space, or SDs of P1, P2 and P3
for IPP space) (mean and SDs data can be consulted in
Table S1 in Data S1). We call the ellipsoids nonsymmetric
because for a given ellipsoid and a given axis, the length of
the corresponding positive and negative semiaxes, do not
need to be identical. Under this description, approximately
68% of tissue data are located inside of the volume of the
corresponding nonsymmetric ellipsoid. Figure 2 shows the
described nonsymmetric ellipsoids obtained from the raw
points of the same spaces shown in Figure 1.
Note that for the sake of visualization, the axis range
used in Figure 2 does not represent the full space range,
but it represents the ≈10% of the physically realizable one.
In other words, images in Figure 2 do not show the full
space but a reduced one, where data are concentered, this
particular zone being associated with a highly dep-
olarizing behavior. Spreading of data shown in Figure 1
may be explained by different polarimetric interaction of
light with tissues and nonuniformities of samples them-
selves. In particular, such spreading may be attributed to
sample not-flatness and roughness, and to a less extent, to
the different handling of chicken tissue (possible varia-
tions in defrosting times, possible pressures during dis-
section process, etc.) as well as biological differences
between dissected chickens. However, points in Figure 1,
which are located farthest from ellipsoids in Figure 2, are
mostly a consequence of the measurement's noise of a dis-
crete number of pixels, which may be produced by sample
irregularities and/or direct reflections.
Figure 2 shows how the depolarization response of
measured tissues is distributed over the depolarization
metric spaces. Separated closed volumes without over-
lapping are associated to completely distinguishable
tissues. Therefore, the ideal scenario in our study would
correspond to three completely separated volumes
(chicken muscle, myotendinous junction and tendon), that
FIGURE 1 Three-dimensional representation of the experimental depolarization data collected at 625 nm for tendons (red), muscles
(blue) and myotendinous junction tissues (green). The depolarization data are represented in the depolarization metric spaces: A, natural
depolarization space; B, indices of polarimetric purity space; C, higher-order depolarization index space; D, type I canonical depolarization
space; E, type I Lorentz depolarization space
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would lead to sensitivity and specificity values for tissues
discrimination of 100%. The experimental result (Figure 2)
indicates that muscle gives a very distinguished response, in
the eigenvalue-based spaces (Figure 2A-C), with respect to
the tendon and myotendinous junction tissue. According to
this result, the muscle is candidate to be well classified by
using such spaces. In contrast to this, a significant uncer-
tainty is likely to happen in the classification process
between the tendon and the myotendinous junction tissue,
since their response overlaps in all the spaces. From the latter,
we also expect that the uncertainty in classification will be
maximal in the high-order space, where the response of ten-
don and myotendinous junction tissue fully overlaps
(Figure 2C). On the contrary, it can be expected that discrimi-
nation between tendon and myotendinous junction tissue
will be optimal in the type I canonical depolarization space
(Figure 2D) because the overlap between the corresponding
nonsymmetric ellipsoids is minimal. At this point we can
anticipate that the capacity to discriminate among different
types of tissue is in connection to the tissue structures and the
relative chemical composition of them. Although the struc-
ture of the analyzed tissues is very similar (all are based on
arranged fibrils), tendons and myotendinous junction are
both composed by collagen fascicles. Collagen fibrils provides
a differentiated and characteristic polarimetric response,[15,
17] and the absence of these fibrils in muscles may produce
the differentiated response observed in eigenvalue-based
spaces.
Last but not least, by analyzing information in
Figure 2, we can clearly see that when illumination at
625 nm is used, the muscle is the structure with larger
depolarization. In particular, in Figures 2B-D, the blue
ellipsoid is the one closer to the (0, 0, 0) coordinate (pure
depolarizer), as well as in Figure 2E it is the ellipsoid
closer to the (1, 1, 1) coordinate (note that in the type I
Lorentz space, pure depolarizers are located at the posi-
tion (1, 1, 1)[43]). By following the same reasoning, we
note that the second tissue with larger depolarizing capa-
bility is the tendon (red ellipsoid), being the
myotendinous junction tissue (green ellipsoid) the one
presenting the lowest depolarizing capability. Note that
although myotendinous junction response is expected to
be intermediate, because its structure is a mixture of ten-
don and muscle fibers, the depolarization response asso-
ciated to these structure lead to lower depolarization
values than those exhibit by tendons and muscles.
FIGURE 2 Three-dimensional representation of the experimental nonsymmetric ellipsoids (described by the mean value and the SD
values) obtained for data measured at 625 nm. Data corresponding to different tissues are represented by different colors: tendon (red),
muscle (blue) and myotendinous junction tissue (green). The data representation is conducted in the depolarization space: A, natural
depolarization space; B, indices of polarimetric purity space; C, higher-order depolarization index space; D, type I canonical depolarization
space; E, type I Lorentz depolarization space
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3.2 | 3D depolarization metric spaces
to classify experimental biological tissues:
Quantitative analysis
Once the qualitative analysis of the results is done, a
quantitative analysis is performed to identify the best
suited depolarization parameters to properly classify dif-
ferent depolarizing tissues. The quantitative analysis is
carried out by applying three classification models,
tree,[54] discriminant[55] and kNN[56] (described in Data
S1), to the multiwavelength results. The percentages of
well-classified tissues as a function of the different depo-
larization metric spaces are presented in Table 1. The
percentages are the mean probability to achieve a proper
classification of the three tissues and they are calculated
using the different models with data taken at the wave-
lengths 625, 530, and 470 nm, respectively. The probabil-
ity results have an error of ±1% owing to the randomness
of the test data selection.
The discrimination efficiency results presented in
Table 1 are ordered in such a way that eigenvalue-based
spaces results are presented in columns 3 to 5, and,
canonical parameters-based spaces are presented in col-
umns 7 to 8. The results obtained by using the index of
depolarization are also provided (column 6) for compari-
son because it is one parameter widely extended in the
literature.[9, 33, 35]
The efficiency results in Table 1 clearly indicate how
the tree classification model is the less efficient in dis-
criminating data whereas the kNN is the one which dis-
criminates data the best. Moreover, for a particular
wavelength, if we order the discrimination efficiencies
for different depolarization metric spaces (different col-
umns) from highest to lowest, we obtain the same result
independently on the classification model selected.
Therefore, kNN is selected to discuss the quantitative
analysis of our results, because it is the best and because
the conclusions for this particular classifier are also true
for the other two.
In the following, we first compare the results obtained
for the eigenvalue-based metrics (columns 3-6). Secondly,
we compare the results obtained by using type I canonical
parameters-based spaces (columns 7 and 8). Finally, a
global conclusion, by taking into account all the spaces
analyzed, is also provided.
On the one hand, by considering the efficiencies
obtained by using eigenvalue-based metrics (columns
3-6), we see how the depolarization index PΔ used alone,
provides the worst results in all the cases. Therefore, it is
directly deduced from the above results that the use of
depolarization metric spaces instead of the depolarization
index is not only better for visualization, as provided by
Van Eeckhout et al. [41, 42], but also for classification. In
particular, the combination of higher-order indices P 3ð ÞΔ
and P 4ð ÞΔ (column 5) to the depolarization index (column
6) gives an increment of 2% to 3% (depending the wave-
length) of classification success. If we compare the
H matrix eigenvalue (column 3) or the IPP spaces (col-
umn 4) with respect to PΔ (column 6), the efficiency
increment is even more significant, with an improvement
of 5% (for red channel), 8% (for blue channel) and 9% (for
green channel). We would like to emphasize here that,
this is a particular experiment involving three particular
tissues, and the classification efficiency, as well the best
depolarization metric space, will depend on the tissues
under consideration. However, the obtained results
clearly indicate that, regardless of the efficiency obtained
for studied tissues, the use of depolarization metric
















625 nm Tree 58 58 55 53 52 50
Discriminant 59 59 60 57 57 55
kNN (50) 65 65 62 60 60 55
530 nm Tree 51 51 47 46 55 50
Discriminant 54 54 51 49 62 49
kNN (50) 59 59 53 50 64 50
470 nm Tree 52 52 48 46 52 48
Discriminant 56 55 52 51 60 47
kNN (50) 60 59 54 52 62 49
Bold values indicate the best classification results for each depolarization space and wavelength measurement.
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spaces can improve the classification potential obtained
by PΔ.
Once we realize that eigenvalues-based depolarization
spaces (H matrix eigenvalues, IPP and high-order depo-
larization index) provide better results in terms of tissue
classification than PΔ, we focus on determining which
one of these three spaces is more suitable for classifica-
tion. By checking the efficiencies in columns 3 to 5, we
see that the worst results are obtained by the high-order
space (column 5) whereas H matrix eigenvalues and IPP
provide the best (and identical if taking into account 1%
associated error) results.
We think, although we do not have to date a funda-
mental proof, the fact that the high-order depolarization
space (column 5 in Table 1) provides not as good results
as the H matrix eigenvalues or the IPP spaces arises
from the nonlinear mathematical origin of such space.
Such nonlinear combinations reduce the volume occu-
pied by physically valid data in the parametric space,
which automatically compresses the information (see
Figure 1). The compression of information implies that
the differences between tissue responses are reduced,
thus reducing the classification efficiency. We would
like to highlight that this conclusion arises from a heu-
ristic approach, because we cannot infer the observed
loss of information related to nonlinear spaces directly
from the mathematical relations itself. However, we
have clearly observed this tendency in the case of all the
analyzed tissues and for all the wavelengths. As will be
further discussed, this situation is also observed in the
canonical case.
At this point, the H matrix eigenvalues space (column
3) and IPP space (column 4) appears to be the best
options to represent depolarization information for tissue
classification. Recent papers show that the IPP space can
be used to provide a physical interpretation of the studied
samples[36, 37, 40] together with an improvement sample
visualization with respect to other parameters (H matrix
eigenvalues or depolarization index).[41] The improve-
ment in visualization quality and contrast is related to
the increment of volume. However, as it can be seen in
Table 1, the classification potential of both blocks of
parameters is always the same. We think that this is
because the IPP are a linear combination of eigenvalues,
λi. Taking this in mind, as the used classification models
improve the classification efficiency by conducting linear
combinations of data, from the point of view of the classi-
fiers, either IPP or λi are equivalent. Therefore, taking
into account that H matrix eigenvalues space and IPP
space provide identical classification results but the latter
provides larger tissues visualization, then the use of the
IPP space to get depolarization information for classifica-
tion issues, is recommended.
On the other hand, analogously to the discussion pro-
vided above, we can perform a comparative study
between results obtained using canonical-based spaces
(columns 7 and 8 in Table 1). We clearly observe that the
type I canonical parameters (di for i = 1, 2, 3) space pro-
vides significantly better results than the type I Lorentz
parameters space. In analogy with our previous discus-
sion, we also consider that the non-linear mathematical
origin of the type I Lorentz space leads to a compression
of information, and therefore to a loss in classification
efficiency. Under this scenario, if canonical-based spaces
have to be used, then the type I canonical parameters
should be used instead of the Lorentz canonical
parameters.
Finally, according to the conclusions to which we
have arrived in the previous discussions, we compare, in
terms of classification potential, the best space based on
eigenvalues (IPP) with the best space based on canonical
metrics (type I canonical parameters). By comparing
these two spaces, it can be shown that the best efficiency
results depend on the wavelength used. However, the
type I canonical parameters space presents the best effi-
ciency values for the 470- and 530-nm channels, the IPP
space presents the best efficiency for the 625 nm case.
This efficiency dependence with the wavelength can
be understood by taking into account the metrics associ-
ated to these two spaces. When the M matrix has no
diattenuation and polarizance content, di parameters can
be described as a linear combination of λi.
[43] However, if
the M matrix contains diattenuation or polarizance
response, then, di parameters and λi are no more linearly
related. In theory, the symmetric decomposition[44]
needed to obtain the di parameters fully separates the
diattenuation and retardance from the depolarization
content, but in the case of H matrix eigenvalues, λi, this
content is not completely separated. Therefore, the λi
values are influenced by the diattenuation or
polarizance.[33] Therefore, the diattenuation and
polarizance of the sample can directly affect the values of
λi and thus, their potential for classifying different tissues
when using the IPP space (note that IPPs depend on λi;
described in Data S1).
To further analyze this fact, we have calculated prob-
ability histograms for the diattenuation and polarizance
present in our experimental samples (three tissues types)
for the three wavelengths studied. The histograms show
the proportion (probability density) of pixels with differ-
ent |D| and |P| (see Equation (1)) values. Results are
shown in different graphics in Figure 3 ordered in two
rows and three columns. Each column of graphics in the
figure corresponds to a given wavelength. Graphics in the
first row of the figure correspond to diattenuation data,
and graphics in the second row of the figure to
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polarizance data. To separate the contributions of differ-
ent tissues, tendons are represented in red, muscles in
blue and the myotendinous junction tissues in green.
The diattenuation histograms show that the
diattenuation content of the different tissues is almost
the same for all tissues and for all the wavelengths. In
consequence, diattenuation cannot be used to distinguish
among tissues. In this particular case, the diattenuation
channel can be considered as a source of “information
noise” which may hinder the performance of the classifi-
cation algorithm. On the contrary, the polarizance
response of tendons (red color) is significantly different
from that of the other two tissues for the 625-nm chan-
nel. Moreover, the central polarizance of the tendon case
decreases with the wavelength of light. In contrast, the
polarizance of muscle and myotendinous junction tissue
increases when wavelength shortens. This particular
polarimetric behavior produces three different scenarios
depending on the wavelength used to illuminate the
samples.
First, distinguishable polarizance results are produced
illuminating with 625 nm (Figure 3D). The mean
polarizance of the tendon is 0.03, while the same charac-
teristic of the other two tissues is approximately 0.01.
Thus, polarizance gives relevant information to classify
the tissue and this information is present in the λi. As this
classification information is relevant, the polarizance
improves the classification efficiency of the IPP space
(with polarizance contribution) with respect that of the
type I canonical parameters space (note that di have not
polarizance contribution). Therefore, in Table 1, IPP
space provides better efficiencies than type I canonical
parameters space (65% and 60%, respectively) for the red
channel.
Second, by using the 530-nm wavelength, the
polarizance and diattenuation responses are almost the
same for all the tissues studied, and thus, they do not pro-
vide relevant information. Since this irrelevant informa-
tion appears in the H eigenvalues, λi, as a source of
“information noise,” but not in the di parameters, the
classification efficiency of the IPP space is reduced with
respect to of the type I canonical parameters space. Con-
sequently, canonical space provides better classification
efficiencies than IPP space in the 530 nm case (64% vs
59%, respectively, in Table 1).
Finally, when illuminating the tissues with 470 nm,
an intermediate case between the two previous ones is
observed. The polarizance response provides some new
FIGURE 3 Histogram of the total diattenuation response of the different tissues using, A, 625-nm wavelength; B, 530-nm
wavelength; C, 470-nm wavelength. Total polarizance response using the same, D, 625-nm wavelength; E, 530-nm wavelength; F, 470-nm
wavelength. Tendon is represented in red, muscle in blue and the myotendinous junction tissue in green
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valuable information in terms of differences between tis-
sues, but it is not enough to counter the irrelevant infor-
mation given by the diattenuation content. As a result,
the IPP space classification efficiency appears to be
slightly smaller than the efficiency of the type I canonical
parameters (59% vs 62%, respectively, in Table 1).
Summarizing the discussion provided in Section 4.2,
we can state that among the five spaces compared in this
study, the IPP space and the type I canonical parameters
space perform the best. In absence of diattenuation or
polarizance, the IPP space and the type I canonical
parameters space provide are comparable. If
diattenuation and polarizance information are present
and show a discrimination ability, then the IPP space can
perform better than the type I canonical parameters
space, However, if the samples present diattenuation or
polarizance but this information does not discriminate
between tissues, then, the type I canonical parameters
space will lead to better classification efficiencies as it is
not affected by such information. Note that the D and
P content in samples may depend on wavelength, as
proved in our analysis, so a multichannel analysis is rec-
ommended when possible as a good practice in the analy-
sis of polarimetric images of tissues.
Therefore, if the classification efficiency is consid-
ered as the main metric to guide the use of the polari-
metric data, then based on the results of this study for
the particular sample of chicken tissues discussed here,
we recommend the use of a model based on the type I
canonical parameters space. This is because if the sam-
ple presents non-discriminating polarizance or
diattenuation information, the type I canonical parame-
ters space is not affected by them. On the contrary if
diattenuation and polarizance provide non-negligible
discrimination capacity, then the IPP-based space is to
be preferred. Finally, since the evaluation IPP requires
less computation time than the evaluation of the type I
canonical parameters, we also recommend the use of
the IPP-based space when diattenuation and polarizance
are negligible.
4 | CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we discussed the efficiency of different
groups of depolarizion metrics to classify tissues. Such
groups of observables are composed of three depolariza-
tion parameters which are characteristic of different
depolarization metric 3D spaces. They are divided into
two main groups: derived from H matrix eigenvalues
(eigenvalue-based spaces) and derived from the type I
canonical depolarization parameters (canonical-based
spaces).
To this aim, we measured the Mueller matrix of
120 chicken thighs. Three different tissues are studied
(40 muscles, 40 tendons and 40 myotendinous junction
tissues). To ensure pure tissues (ie, without contributions
of other surrounding tissues type), a region of interest
selecting method is applied, resulting in a collection of
images of 150 × 150 pixels.
The analysis of the suitability of the depolarization
metric spaces to classify samples is conducted from a
qualitative (Section 3.1) and a quantitative (Section 3.2)
point of view. The qualitative observation of the results is
conducted through the visualization of the data at the
studied 3D spaces. It shows that muscles are significantly
differentiated from the other two tissues by using
H matrix eigenvalues space, allowing a successful muscle
classification. However, tendons and myotendinous junc-
tion tissues occupy similar regions in such spaces, being
the best visualization obtained by using the type I canoni-
cal space. The quantitative analysis is performed by using
three different supervised classifications models: tree
classifier, linear discriminant classifier and kNN classi-
fier. From those models, and for the particular case of the
samples used in the present discussion, the higher classi-
fication efficiencies are obtained by using the kNN
model, so this supervised model is selected.
Regarding to the depolarization metric spaces, we
have conducted a first comparative between H matrix
eigenvalue-based spaces, and they have also been com-
pared with the standard depolarization index PΔ. We
have shown that depolarization spaces provide better
classification efficiencies than the PΔ, which is commonly
used in polarimetric community, so the inclusion of
depolarization metric spaces in polarimetric studies
instead of PΔ is highly recommended. From the
eigenvalue-based spaces, the highest efficiencies are
obtained for the IPP and the H matrix eigenvalues
spaces, being the former recommended as it also provides
physical interpretation of data. We have performed a sec-
ond comparison between canonical spaces, the type I
canonical space providing much better results than the
type I Lorentz space, in terms of classification efficiency.
Finally, the two selected spaces, IPP space, and type I
canonical space, are compared to determine the most
suitable one to build a classification model for the studied
tissues. We have observed that the best efficiencies to
classify a tissue are reached by one or the other spaces
depending on the wavelength illuminating the sample.
This situation is explained by the relation between the
values of the H matrix eigenvalues and the presence of
diattenuation and polarizance in the sample. In the case
of nonpolarizing and nondiattenuating samples, both
spaces are equivalent in terms of discrimination effi-
ciency because in such conditions the two spaces are
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related by a linear combination. Moreover, it has been
shown that samples presenting nondiscriminating
polarizance or diattenuation information, are better clas-
sified with the type I canonical space parameters,
whereas samples presenting discriminating polarizance
or diattenuation information, are better classified by
using the IPP space.
The method proposed in the present is general, and
we believe that it can be applied to any type of sample.
The fact that the use of the method has been illustrated
here with a particular case of study does not imply any
intrinsic limitation. Taking in account the increasing
place that polarimetry is taking in biophotonics; we think
that the proposed method has the potential to open new
possibilities in the field and to improve the existing
approaches providing a means to achieve optimal tissue
classification efficiencies. Moreover, since each biological
tissue (human, animal or vegetal) shows a singular polar-
imetric response the proposed protocol can in principle
be applied to define the optimal model for the specific
application. In this sense an experimental data set
(Mueller matrices of the tissues under investigation) must
be measured, and then used to feed the statistical data
protocol discussed in this manuscript. If properly applied,
the method will provide the set of observables which
optimize the ability of an automatic classifier to handle
the data. The fact that different data sets will eventually
result in different sets of optimal observables for subse-
quent classification, is inherent to the optical properties
of the samples themselves, and not a limitation of the
method proposed here.
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